
 

DANISH PLATFORM at World Water-Tech Innovation Summit 2021, Virtual 

Taking part in DANISH PLATFORM at the World Water-Tech Innovation Virtual Summit positions your 

company at the centre of a crucial intersection: where forward-thinking utility leaders, tech pioneers, 

start-ups, engineering partners, investors, accelerators, and government come together to tackle the 

sector’s greatest challenges.  

With a focus on how stakeholders from across the value chain can scale up innovative technologies, 

partnership models and finance options in the face of booming populations, extreme weather events and 

aging infrastructure, the summit is the place to connect with customers, technology providers and 

partners actively looking to collaborate.  

To be able to provide a much-needed meeting point in 2021, the summit will be a virtual event. A multi-

dimensional content and networking platform has been developed in line with the needs of our audience 

and offers multiple opportunities to showcase Danish technologies and meet 1 to 1 with senior decision 

makers from around the world all in one place.  

Our team will guide you through the interactive discussions and virtual exhibition hall, and make personal 

introductions to top attendees, to ensure maximum value.  

Moving to a virtual platform also brings additional benefits for our partners: a wider audience and detailed 

analytics so you know who is engaging with your company; more opportunities for brand visibility and 

creativity; and a much longer shelf life, with the platform live for minimum of six weeks.  

 

Our Audience  

A C Suite and Director level audience joins us for lively panel debates, interactive group discussions and 1 to 

1 video meetings. Recent guests include: Northumbrian Water Group CIO Nigel Watson (UK); Severn Trent 

Chief Engineer Bob Stear (UK); VCS Denmark CEO Mads Leth (Denmark); PWN CEO Joke Cuperus 

(Netherlands); Singapore PUB Director of Water Reclamation Network Maurice Neo (Singapore); Mekorot 

VP Technology Moti Shiri (Israel); Xylem CIO/CTO Jay Iyengar (USA); Jacobs Global Vice President – Water 

Peter Nicol; Black & Veatch Director of Asset Management Mark Kaney (UK); SUEZ Ventures CEO Jean-Luc 

Ventura & SUEZ COO Carlos Campos (France). 

     

 



 

 

 

 

Quotes from 2020 (physical event): 

"The summit brought together a focused group of people that are really the decision makers from 
all the various collective areas: the consultants, vendors, suppliers, and utilities that we are 

working with in trying to solve water’s biggest and most challenging problems." 
Global Director – Water, Jacobs (Canada) 

 
 

“A great mix of debate about the direction and required focus of our industry between global 
leaders and subject matter experts, and a dedicated meeting platform that seems to get busier 

every year.” 
Commercial Director, Metasphere (UK) 

 
 

“A great couple of days with water professionals from all over the globe. From tackling mega cities 
to tech start-ups and using water hubs to drive forwards innovation, a broad array of topics.” 

Director of Asset management, Black & Veatch (UK) 
 
 

“It's a great conference, with a well curated list of attendees and speakers. Not too big or too 
small, I was able to have meaningful conversations with key clients and prospects.” 

CEO & Co-Founder, RedEye Apps (Australia) 


